COUNT DOOKU

PAINTING GUIDE BY SORASTRO
Hello! In this guide I’ll be painting Count Dooku from Star Wars: Legion.

As usual I’ve primed the figure in black,
followed with some grey and white zenithal highlights applied from above:

I’ve also decided to provide my basing
now using Vallejo’s Brown Earth basing paste and some cork rocks:

I’m starting with the eyes where I’m
first drawing in the whites using Vallejo’s Deck Tan:

Followed with the pupils using Black
(and I’m not worried about hitting the
surrounding area):

I’m now mixing a somewhat pallid skin tone using Beige Red darkened with some
Black:

I’ve now chosen to place some initial
highlights, and decided to incorporate
some Purple - especially for the eye
area:

I’m going pretty dark for the area
around the eyes but lighter elsewhere:

So I’m simply lightening the tone with
additional Beige Red along with a little
Purple:

I’ll return to do some further work on
the face in a while...

I’m now going to paint the hair, initially
blocking in the main areas of shadow
and highlight using Graphene Gray and
Graphite respectively.

For the trousers and tunic I’m using a
mix of Petroleum Gray (5) and Dubai
Brown (2), along with a little Black for
the more shadowed areas:

For the cloak I’m using an equal mix of Brown Leather and Dubai Brown, which I’m then darkening with a little Black for
the more shadowed areas:

I’m placing the main values now but will do some refining later on:

For the belt I’m using an equal mix of Brown Leather and Orange Leather, once
again darkened with a little Black:

I’ve also added a little dark lining:

For the boots I’m using a mix of Black
and Abyssal Blue:

I’m also using this for the cloak chain
and the lightsaber handle:

Here I’m giving the lightsaber blade a
solid undercoat of pure White:

I’m now mixing some Vallejo Fluorescent Red and Magenta:

And I’ve decided to mix this into some
White to begin adding some colour to
the blade:

You can see that I’ve chosen to mainly darken the underside of the blade,
to give it an “inner-glow” effect when
viewed from the front:

And I’ve now chosen to give the ground
a light dry brush followed with my
“Geonosis” Shade mix of Fuegan Orange and Agrax Earthshade:

We can apply a few layers to bring the saturation up to whatever level we like:

I’m now going to spend some time highlighting the skin and ended up using the tones below. I basically used the Beige
Red, Ice Yellow, and White to bring up the levels, but used varying amounts of the Purple, some Red, and a little of the
Fluorescent Magenta to add some purplish/reddish tones:

I’m first highlighting the left hand:

Here I’m adding some of the Fluorescent Magenta to create a little Object
Source Lighting for the right hand:

And here I’m going lighter with the
addition of some Ice Yellow/White:

I’m now returning to the face:

I’m doing quite a bit of stippling here
as I would like quite an aged/textured
finish:

I’m working quite freely and boldly with the colours, often placing quite strong tones then layering some softer tones on top:

I ended up using virtually pure Purple
for the eye bags:

I’m now lightening the hair base colour
with some White Sands to provide my
highlights:

I’m mainly building the tone up with
lots of small strokes:

I’m now using some Abyssal Blue
mixed with Black to draw in the characteristically-dark eyebrows:

I’m then lightening this with White
Sands in a couple of stages to highlight
the cloak chain:

I’m now adding some Fluorescent
Red/Magenta to this to highlight the
lightsaber handle:

I’m using the same blue-ish gray scale to highlight the boots, and adding a fair
bit of OSL on top:

I’m also playing with a little Orange
Leather to show some of the groundcolour reflected in the boots:

To highlight the cloak I’m adding some
Arabic Shadow to the Dubai Brown and
Brown Leather base tone:

I’m also solidifying some of the midtones:

And here I’m adding a little dark lining:

I’m also adding a little of the Fluorescent Red/Magenta to introduce some
gentle OSL near the blade:

I’m now adding some gentle highlights
to the tunic and trousers by adding a
little Thar Brown to the base tone:

I’m also boosting the definition of some
of the shadows:

And here I’m once again adding a little
of the Fluorescent Red/Magenta to add
a subtle amount of OSL:

I decided to push the OSL a little further still by glazing some of the lightsaber
tones directly on top of the areas hit by the light:

Finally I’m highlighting the belt by adding some Iroko and some White Sands
to the base tone:

This can have a somewhat textured finish:

I’m once again incorporating a little
OSL:

Here I’m just redrawing the upper highlights of the right boot as I realize I’d
placed them a little low:

I’m also giving a final gentle boost to
some of the highlights on the cloak:

And here I’m mixing in a little Iroko to
achieve these lighter tones:

I’m now providing a little OSL to the
ground near the front:

And I’ve noticed that this collar actually
belongs to the tunic:

And this completes Count Dooku!

PAINT LIST:
Deck Tan (VMC)
Beige Red (VMC)
Black (VMC)
Purple (VMC)
Graphene Gray (SC)
Graphite (SC)
Petroleum Gray (SC)
Dubai Brown (SC)
Black (SC)
Brown Leather (SC)
Orange Leather (SC)
Abyssal Blue (SC)
Fluorescent Red (VMA)
Fluorescent Magenta (VMC)
White (SC)
Ice Yellow (VMC)
Red (VMC)
Titanium White (S)
White Sands (SC)
Arabic Shadow (SC)
Thar Brown (SC)
Iroko (SC)

